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ABSTRACT: Low-dimensional metal halide perovskites are being intensively
investigated because of their higher stability and chemical versatility in comparison
to their 3D counterparts. Unfortunately, this comes at the expense of the electronic
and charge transport properties, limited by the reduced perovskite dimensionality.
Cation engineering can be envisaged as a solution to tune and possibly further
improve the material’s optoelectronic properties. In this work, we screen and design
new electronically active A-site cations that can promote charge transport across the
inorganic layers. We show that hybridization of the valence band electronic states of
the perovskite inorganic sublattice and the highest occupied molecular orbitals of the
A-site organic cations can be tuned to exhibit a variety of optoelectronic properties. A
significant interplay of A-cation size, electronic structure, and steric constraints is
revealed, suggesting intriguing means of further tuning the 2D perovskite electronic
structure toward achieving stable and efficient solar cell devices.

Metal halide perovskites (MHPs) have been in the
spotlight for a decade in the world of semiconductors

because of their impressive properties for optoelectronic
applications, including, but not limited to, photovoltaics.1−7

Within the general AMX3 stoichiometry typical of corner-
sharing three-dimensional (3D) perovskites, the A-site cation is
placed into the cuboctahedral cavities created by the inorganic
framework (M = Pb, Sn, Ge; X = I, Br, Cl). These 3D materials
gained quickly in interest because of their easy solution-based
synthesis and their impressive optoelectronic properties, which
led to a certified solar cell efficiency exceeding 25%8 in single-
junction thin-film devices. These 3D materials suffer, however,
from severe degradation issues,9 related to light-, environment-,
and thermal-induced instabilities.10,11

As an alternative to 3D materials, lower-dimensional
perovskites, obtained by adjusting the precursor composition
and introducing larger A-site cations, have gained considerable
interest as it was realized that the ensuing layered structures
usually exhibit increased stability compared to their 3D
counterparts. Also, these low-dimensional perovskites offer a
huge increase in terms of chemical flexibility, not being limited
in the selection of A-site cations by the size of the cavities
created by the inorganic network.10 Typical two-dimensional
(2D) MHPs are composed of organic cations, mainly alkyl
chains of different size, ended by an ammonium group binding
the inorganic sublattice (Scheme 1). Depending on the nature
and charge of the A-site cations, (100) or (110) stacking of the
inorganic layers can be attained (Scheme 1), with typical
A2MX4 and AMX4 stoichiometry obtained by mono- and

dications, respectively, further expanding the structural and
chemical portfolio of 2D perovskites.
In-depth investigations on these materials have provided

many clarifications about the effects of dielectric confine-
ment11−13 and structural changes14,15 on their optoelectronic
properties.18 These works have also highlighted, however, the
main flaw of low-dimensional hybrid perovskites: the increased
stability and chemical flexibility come at the expense of the
optoelectronic properties of these materials. Introduction of
electronically inert/insulating organic spacers spacing organic
cations prevents the out-of-plane charge transport (i.e., in the
stacking direction; Scheme 1), and it generally increases the
material’s band gap by virtue of quantum and dielectric
confinement.19,20 A main challenge is thus to combine the
stability advantages of 2D perovskites with improved electronic
properties, developing functional materials with optoelectronic
properties approaching those of the 3D counterparts. Mixed
dimensionality systems, such as Ruddlesden−Popper or Dion−
Jacobson perovskites, composed of 2D and 3D domains
alternated along one crystal axis, have been investigated in this
context.16−18 Mixing 2D and 3D perovskites in a proper way
could afford a suitable combination of the impressive
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optoelectronic properties from the 3D domains, with a wide
range radiation absorption and good transport, and the stability
provided by the 2D domains.27 It appears, however, that
charge carriers remain confined in the inorganic layers because
of the electric isolation of the organic saturated cation
introduced by the 2D domains. To find a solution to this
problem, Tsai et al.19 showed 2D perovskite films in which the
inorganic layers show a preferential out-of-plane alignment

conformal to solar cell contacts, achieving >12% power
conversion efficiency.
A different and possibly complementary approach is to use

functionalized A-site cations,20−24 which could endow the
organic layers with specific optoelectronic properties. Borrow-
ing from wide experience in organic electronics, these
molecules should be composed of aromatic rings, conjugated
multiple bonds, or charge-transfer complexes, instead of

Scheme 1. Scheme of Crystal Structures of Generic 2D Perovskites with A-Site Cation (Red Cylinders with Green Positive
Terminations) That Separate the Inorganic Layers (Blue Octahedra)a

a(a) (100) n = 1 (usually with monocations); (b) (110) n = 1 (usually with dications).

Scheme 2. Schematic Representation of the Different Types of Energy Level Alignment between the A-Site Organic Cations
and the Inorganic Parta

a(a) The LUMO (HOMO) of the organic cation is higher (lower) in energy according to the CB (VB) of the inorganic part (like in the case of
saturated cations). (b) The LUMO (HOMO) of the organic cation is aligned to the CB (VB) of the inorganic part. (c) The LUMO (HOMO) is
integrated inside the BG of the perovskite. The dashed lines represent the potential broadening of the energy levels of the isolated cation upon
interaction with the inorganic lattice.
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saturated alkyl chains. In principle, these molecules are capable
of transporting charges and electronic excitations between the
inorganic layers, while still blocking ionic diffusion and
environmental hazards. The way the organic cations would
contribute to transport properties strongly depends on the
energy level alignment at the organic−inorganic interface.
The mixed band and hopping transport schematically shown

in Scheme 1 can be expected in the case where the frontier
organic molecular orbitals are lying within the inorganic
semiconducting bandgap (type I heterojunction), see Scheme
2c, while fully saturated inert organic cations usually lead to the
situation displayed in Scheme 2a. Scenarios a and c in Scheme
2 are not ideal, as in 2a the organic cations act as insulating
layers, while in 2b transient localization of the charges on the
organic translates into the formation of “heavy” vibrationally
dressed and weakly mobile molecular polarons. The target of a
proper design strategy should aim at the situation depicted in
Scheme 2b, where a proper alignment of the energy levels
combined with a strong electronic coupling between the
organic cations and the lead halide network results in improved
hopping and band transport. In this sense we should be
looking for organic cations endowed with either or both
HOMO and LUMO levels properly aligned with the VB or CB
edges, respectively, and that may be properly hybridized with
the inorganic sublattice thanks to significant wave function
overlap.
To this aim, we investigate the electronic structure of

prototypical 2D perovskite inorganic scaffolds intercalated by
selected A-site cations, which we computationally screened
among a vast data set of mono- and dications in search of
energy alignment and electronic interactions leading to the
resonant energy level alignment and significant electronic
coupling, reaching the target of Scheme 2b. The main purpose
of this study is to identify an organic cation showing the
HOMO and LUMO energy levels aligned to the VB and CB
edges of the inorganic states (Scheme 2b), and at the same
time, the organic molecules have to show a geometry and steric
encumbrance suitable to be adapted in the inorganic network.
On the basis of a subset of computationally screened selected
cations we investigate typical (100) and (110) perovskites
(Scheme 1), showing known A-site cations against the novel
proposed ones. Our analysis discloses the fundamental
requisites needed to obtain the long sought vertical charge
transport in 2D perovskites, further expanding their application
potential, and highlights a synthetically feasible new perovskite
which could show the desired vertical transport properties.
We start our analysis by investigating the electronic structure

of two prototypical 2D compounds with ⟨110⟩- and ⟨100⟩-
orientations, namely, EDBEPbI4 and NBT2PbI4 [EDBE = 2,2-
(ethylenedioxy)bis(ethylammonium), NBT = n-butlyammo-
nium]25 (see calculated crystal structures in Figure 1).
To obtain accurate electronic structure and alignment of

inorganic and organic sublevels we resort to high-level HSE06-
SOC calculations. We compare the partial density of states
(PDOS) of EDBEPbI4 and NBT2PbI4 in Figure 2. In both
cases the organic cations show negligible contribution to the
valence band edge (VBE) though stronger organic/inorganic
coupling is calculated in EDBEPbI4. We recall that the
electronic coupling of the organic cation interacting with the
inorganic sublattice can be estimated by the broadening of the
energy level of the isolated cation upon interaction.26 To
estimate this broadening, we compared the PDOS of the
perovskite structures with those of the noninteracting organic

Figure 1. Optimized geometry structures of (a) ⟨110⟩-oriented
EDBEPbI4 and (b) ⟨100⟩-oriented NBT2PbI4 perovskite. The
distance between the inorganic layers is also reported in angstroms.

Figure 2. Partial density of states (PDOS) of (a) EDBEPbI4 and (b)
NBT2PbI4 calculated at the HSE06-SOC level. The red line represents
the inorganic part, whereas the blue line represents the contribution
of the organic cations. The full lines represent the PDOS of the
complete system (organic and inorganic parts interacting), and the
dashed lines represent the DOS of organic and inorganic parts
calculated separated. The insets show the contribution of the atomic
species associated with the organic molecules.
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and inorganic components, following the composite approach
proposed by Traore et al.27 We hence performed additional
calculations for the separated inorganic sublattice lattice and
organic spacers and realigned their corresponding PDOS with
respect to deep electronic states of each moiety. As we see
from Figure 2a, the aligned DOS of the isolated cations for
EDBEPbI4 has a sharp peak at approximately −2.8 eV,
representing the HOMO of the isolated molecule. Upon
interaction, EDBE states span ∼3 eV with a tail extending
down to approximately −2 eV and a strongest contribution
centered at −2.9 eV (Figure 2a). For NBT2PbI4 a reduced
broadening of the organic cations states is calculated, despite
the low-intensity tail spanning ∼3 eV. The contribution to
cation states in this energy range comes from all the cation
atoms with a slightly higher contribution from O and C atoms
(see also the isodensity wave function plots of selected states in

Figure S1). Unoccupied cation states lie in both cases at much
higher energy than the conduction band edge. The energetic
spread of EDBE states over a large energy range and the
significant broadening compared to the isolated molecule is
consistent with an enhanced hole electronic coupling between
the organic and inorganic moieties in EDBEPbI4 than in
NBT2PbI4, despite both EDBE and NBT being saturated
organic cations. It is thus tempting to associate the enhanced
coupling observed for EDBEPbI4 to the (110) structural motif,
which indeed implies a stronger interpenetration of the organic
cations within the inorganic moiety (Figure 1a). Such
enhanced interaction occurs because of the presence of
unsaturated halide atoms at the inorganic−organic hetero-
junction, which also explains why the effect is less pronounced
for electron carriers (with the CBE wave function contributed

Table 1. Calculated HOMO and LUMO Energies (eV) in Polar Solvent for the Investigated Molecules along with the N−N
Distance in Angstromsa

aFor systems [1]−[4]PbI4, the N−N distance within the cations embedded in the perovskite (in parentheses) and the shortest interlayer I−I
distance from the inorganic perovskite sublattice are also reported.

Figure 3. Optimized geometry structures of (a) [2]PbI4, (b) [3]PbI4, and (c) [4]PbI4. The distance between the inorganic layers is also reported in
angstroms.
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mostly by Pb p orbitals, in contrast to VBE with large weights
on I p orbitals).
Despite the somewhat surprising electronic coupling, the

tailing of the VBE wave functions over the organic cations is
still limited owing to an unfavorable starting organic/inorganic
energy level alignment in EDBEPbI4. To improve the energy
alignment with respect to EDBE keeping the (110) structural
motif we analyzed the electronic properties of a series of
hypothetical dications (see Table 1 and Table S1 for the
complete list of investigated structures). We also investigated
several monocations (Table S2), which can serve as a useful
data set for the design of novel (001) perovskites. We target
molecules with a higher HOMO level than EDBE, required to
optimize the energy level alignment between the inorganic and
organic PDOS contributions at the VBE, and possibly a
conjugated structure allowing vertical charge transfer. Our
analysis is based on selecting new candidates considering three
main features: (i) a steric encumbrance similar to EBDE, as
quantified by the N−N distance between the terminal
ammonium moieties; (ii) a more (less) positive HOMO
(LUMO) energy level with respect to EDBE; and (iii) the
presence of conjugated moieties to possibly favor charge
delocalization and to increase the electronic coupling with the
inorganic cage.
Considering this analysis, we selected molecules [2]−[4] in

Table 1, which have dimensions similar to EDBE but show a
more (less) positive energy level of HOMO (LUMO) and a
partially conjugated moiety connecting the terminal ammo-
nium groups. We thus adapted molecules [2]−[4] inside to
the inorganic network of EDBEPbI4, and we relaxed both ion
position and cell parameters (see the resulting optimized
structures in Figure 3).
By analyzing the DOS of the newly designed systems (see

Figure 4), we find that there is a massive reorganization of the
electronic structure when the organic cations are inserted into
the inorganic layout in [2]PbI4, [3]PbI4, and [4]PbI4. Most
importantly, in contrast to EDBEPbI4 (hereafter termed [1]
PbI4), the substantial electronic interactions between the
closely spaced inorganic VB and organic HOMO prompt
strong hybridization of the hole states, as exemplified by the
large organic contribution to the DOS at the valence band
edge (Figure 4). The resulting pinning of the occupied
molecular orbitals is particularly striking in the case of [2]PbI4,
where peaks in the PDOS for the organic and inorganic
components are perfectly superimposed. In addition, [3]PbI4
shows quasi-degenerate organic cation states and perovskite
conduction band edge, suggesting that the organic cation
engineering could eventually lead to balanced electron/hole
transfer across the inorganic layers. We stress that, in contrast
to the situation prevailing for holes (where it is mostly driven
by the electronic coupling between the organic and the
inorganic layout), this resonance is accidental for electrons as a
result of the much weaker wave function overlap with the lead
orbitals; in the latter case, a close matching with the LUMO of
the isolated molecule should thus be sought.
A summary of the energetic, structural, and electronic

properties of the newly designed systems against the known
[1]PbI4 perovskite is reported in Table 2.
A fundamental parameter ruling whether a new perovskite

will be likely formed from its precursors is the formation
energy (ΔE in Table 2), defined here as the difference between
the total energy of the perovskite minus that of the PbI2,
organic cations, and I− (see the Supporting Information).

Given this definition, the formation energies have relative
relevance rather than absolute importance considering also that
the vdW corrections are not included. As one may notice,
[4]PbI4 is predicted to have a more negative formation energy
than the known [1]PbI4 perovskite, suggesting that the former
compound could have thermodynamic stability comparable to

Figure 4. Partial density of states (PDOS) of (a) [2]PbI4, (b)
[3]PbI4, and (c) [4]PbI4. Red lines represent the inorganic part, and
the blue lines represent the contribution of the organic cations. The
full lines represent the PDOS of the complete system (organic and
inorganic moieties interacting), and the dashed lines represent the
DOS of organic and inorganic parts calculated separated.
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the prototype [1]PbI4 perovskite. [3]PbI4 shows a significantly
lower ΔE than [1]PbI4, implying a somewhat reduced chance
of forming stable compounds for this newly proposed
perovskite, while [2]PbI4 has an intermediate ΔE. The
significantly lower ΔE value calculated for [3]PbI4 is related
to the significant structural distortion introduced by these new
cations into the perovskite lattice, which can be quantified by
the variation of the cell parameters compared to [1]PbI4
(Table 2) and by global distortion parameters such as the
deviation from the ideal angle for each octahedra and their
average (see Table S3). Such structural distortions affect not
only the formation energy but also the band gap of the
investigated systems, with [3]PbI4 showing a 0.3 eV higher
bandgap than [1]PbI4. This finding is in line with earlier
reports of the relationships between structural deformations
and bandgap evolution in perovskites.10,28 Previous studies also
showed that structural distortion, in particular octahedra
tilting, also affected the transport properties of metal halide
perovskites, with higher effective masses predicted for more
distorted perovskites.28 Looking at the data in Table 2 we see
that [2]PbI4 has higher band gap than the prototype [1]PbI4
compound, but it also features lower electron/hole effective
masses for vertical transport. For [3]PbI4 we obtain no
dispersion along the stacking direction, implying an infinite
effective mass, while [4]PbI4 shows the lowest calculated
effective masses. Notice that such effective masses for the out-
of-plane direction of these 2D perovskites are about 1 order of
magnitude greater than those found for typical 3D lead iodide
compounds.29 This is expected in light of the spacing
introduced between the inorganic layers which reduces the
overlap across the different layers. The whole band structure
for the investigated systems is reported in Figure S4.
Notably, there appears to be some correlation between the

spacing parameter (d in Table 2) and the carrier effective
masses, which is tuned by the cation dimension (see also
model calculations in the Supporting Information, Figure S3
and Table S4). However, this is not the only parameter to be
considered, as for [4]PbI4 we predict an increased spacing but
reduced carrier effective masses, compared to e.g. [1]PbI4,
implying that the new energy-tuned cation [4], with electronic
states contributing to the VBE and conjugated organic
structure, effectively modulates vertical transport. In addition
to structural and electronic properties, it is worth mentioning
that introducing more rigid aromatic cation spacers may lead
to reduced electron−phonon coupling and consequently
increase the lifetime of photogenerated carriers in 2D
perovskites.30 Although we have not quantitatively assessed
the impact of such behavior in the selected compounds, we
anticipate that replacing EDBE alkyl chains with aromatic or

conjugated moieties in structure [2−4] PbI4 could have a
similar beneficial impact on carrier dynamics.
In summary, our analysis shows that cation engineering has

an important role in optimizing the transport properties in 2D
perovskites. By performing computational analyses on energy
and sterically selected organic cations we were able to
rationalize the two main roles of the organic cations in low-
dimensional perovskite: (i) the electronic properties of the
organic cation has an effect on the charge transport; (ii) the
structure of the cation, and mainly his size, allows us to tune
the distance between the inorganic layers, which results in a
significant change of the electronic and charge transport
properties of the material. We find, in particular, that tuning
the energy alignment between the HOMO and LUMO level of
the organic cation on the energy of the band edges of the
inorganic part of the material should increase the charge
hopping efficiency; the tuning of the interlayer distance by the
chemical structure and encumbrance of the cation is an even
more important parameter to take into account to obtain
satisfying electronic and charge transport properties in the two-
dimensional perovskite materials. Indeed, we showed that the
electron and hole effective masses calculated along the stacking
direction are directly correlated to the distance between the
inorganic layers. However, even more important, thanks to our
latest results, we showed that there is a balance to find between
these two main roles. The overall picture extracted from this
work can be useful to draw the guidelines for the design of high
performing solar cells based on 2D lead halide perovskites, and
the next step of this study would be to apply this systematic
methodology to actual experimental structures.
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Table 2. Calculated Formation Energies (ΔE, eV), Band
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Å), Average Distance between the Inorganic Layers (d, Å),
and Effective Masses Calculated along the Direction in
Reciprocal Space Corresponding to the b Crystal Axisa

ΔE band gap a/b/c d mh me

[1]PbI4 −7.87 2.84 6.5/29.3/9.3 4.6 3.33 4.33
[2]PbI4 −7.19 2.92 6.2/28.0/8.8 4.1 2.46 2.43
[3]PbI4 −4.92 3.15 6.7/32.7/9.3 6.5
[4]PbI4 −8.52 3.04 6.3/30.0/8.9 5.0 1.78 2.20

aY → C (PBE-SOC), see also calculated band structures in the
Supporting Information.
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